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As SaSaD, we define our mission
as “to be the voice of the Turkish
Defence and Aerospace Industry
in domestic and international
platforms, to mediate providing
convenience for sector actors in
their business circumstances”. In
this way, we aim to enable our
industry to produce solutions for
the defence and security needs of
our country and to reach a level
of international competitiveness.
Here, I think it is appropriate to
make a distinction. The Turkish
Defence Industry has made a
significant progress under the
leadership of the Presidency
of Defence Industries. This
development has also made
significant progress in meeting
the needs of domestic security
with national solutions, mostly
from domestic sources.
With the recent legislative
amendment, the SSB has begun
meeting the demands of the
institutions responsible for
internal security such as the
General Directorate of Security
and the Gendarmerie General
Command.
Our association has been striving
toward taking part in every event
related to the sector in its 27th
anniversary. In this context, our
activities in the previous year
and our planned studies were
collected and published in the
document dubbed ALMANAK.
According to our internal
regulations, the industrialists
that provide manufacturing,
engineering or logistic support
services are accepted to the
SaSaD membership. Companies,
who per form commercial
activities, produce / trade hunting
materials, in other words that do
not qualify as defence, aerospace
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and space industries cannot take
part amongst our members.
Institutions performing activities
on qualified security issues, such
as homeland security, smart
cities and cyber security take part
amongst our members. Within the
framework of these criteria, the
SaSaD is a non-governmental
organization with around 197
active members and 5 cluster
associations and members of
these associations are represented
under the SaSaD and nearly 1,000
industrialists are represented.
The main source of income is
membership fees from members.
The conditions of each country
are unique and, as in many
other areas, it also results in the
production of specific solutions
in the defence, aerospace and
aerospace industries.
For example, written sources refer
to the stages of development
in the defence industry. The
development process gradually
foresees the development of
a competence from part to
the whole. In other words, it
recommends specializing in
subsystems before you design and
manufacture your own platform.
However, the development
process of the Turkish Defence
Industry has not developed
and progressed accordingly.
The concept of “First we have to
develop our own platform so that
we can equip with our domestic
subsystems” was prevailing.
Today, our indigenous platforms
for land, air, sea and space are
being revealed. We aim to equip
them with indigenous and local
subsystems more and more
each day. If we were acting in
accordance with the literature,
we could never close the gap
with our western rivals. Today, we

are competing with the defence
industry giants in many areas.
There is no doubt that the SaSaD
will be able to fulfill an important
function in reaching the essence
of issues and concepts. In this
sense, important activities are
carried being out. The SAVTEK
Defence Technologies Conference,
which was accepted as one of
the most important event of our
Defence Industry last year, was
organized together with METU.
Again, the Cyber War International
Conference, Advanced Materials
and Processes Forum, 7th
Aviation and Avionics Seminar,
Human Resources Workshop, Life
Cycle Management Conference,
Robotic Autonomous Systems
Competition were held in recent
years together with related
parties. This year, the USMOS and
the Future Soldier are amongst
the events that we are planning
to organize. We are trying to
use these environments as the
important platforms where our
industrialists can come together
with foreign industrialists.
Our Defence Industry is a
strategic sector established
under the leadership of the
government to serve our Armed
Forces. Therefore, the presence
of TAF representatives at all
kinds of events and platforms
is our greatest expectation. In
this context, we always extend
invitations to all our activities. We
observe that our stakeholders
participate intensively in the
activities organized by our
association. We even organize
m a ny o f t h e m to g e t h e r.
However, we are aware that we
need to further develop the
communication channels. The
tendency to stay away from
open discussions due to the

influence of our culture also
exists in our sector. If we, as the
authorities of procurement, supply
organizations and industrialists,
are deeply convinced that we are
all working for the same national
goal, and if we act from this
common point, we can carry our
communication to a better point.
IDEF is a ver y impor tant
international platform where
our members, who will serve
this purpose, show great
interest and show their talents
and competencies to local and
national participants.
We, as the SaSaD, are also
participating in the fair as in
previous years and we are waiting
for the visits of our partners and
members and also the sector
players who want to become
SaSaD members.
During the fair there is a plan
for the signing of a cooperation
protocol with ASFAT A.Ş. and ADS.
On April 19, 2019, we held our
30th Ordinary General Assembly.
At the meeting where there was
intense participation, successful
industrialists received awards
from the President of Defence
Industries Prof. İsmail Demir,
President of TÜBİTAK Prof. Hasan
Mandal and the protocol.
Our 2018 Sector Performance
Report and New Directory have
been published and our visitors
will be able to receive them from
our booth.
I wish the IDEF International
Defence and Aerospace Exhibition
contributes to the peace of our
world and our country and offers
new opportunities for our sector.

Öner Tekin
SaSaD Chairman of the Board
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SASAD’s 30th Ordinary Meeting of the General Assembly and
Defence Industry Award Ceremony Held in Ankara
The 30th Ordinary General
Assembly of the Defence
and Aviation Industry
Manufacturers Association
(SASAD) was held in Ankara
on April 19th, 2019, with
the honoring participation
of the President of Defence
Industries, Prof. Dr. İsmail
DEMİR.
In addition to the representatives
of SaSaD member companies;
Vice Presidents of Defence
Industries Dr. Celal Sami TÜFEKÇİ
and Mr. Mustafa Murat ŞEKER,
TÜBİTAK President Prof. Dr. Hasan
MANDAL, Secretary General of
Exporters Association Özkan
AYDIN, ASO President Nurettin
ÖZDEBİR, heads of related
MSB and SSB departments,
and managers of other related
institutions and organizations
participated in the meeting.
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The first part of the meeting
started with the keynote speech
of SaSaD Chairman of the Board
Mr. Öner TEKİN.
Emphasizing that one of the main
duties of each State/Government
is to defend the country and
ensure the safety of its citizens,
TEKİN said: “The armed forces and
independent defence industry
are two powers that stand out the
most on this matter. In order to
coordinate these two powers in
a proper way, we should improve
the performance of the defence
procurement process. Otherwise,
the capabilities of the Turkish
Defence Industry will gradually
diminish, and important future
projects will be procured from
foreign sources.”
Stating that our country has
already strengthened Defence
Procurement Management
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successfully to prevent such
a development, Mr.TEKİN
continued: “The Presidency of
Defence Industries (SSB), which
is directly responsible for the
defence procurements and the
development of the defence
industry, and the Defence
Industry Executive Committee
(SSİK) was established to manage
the defence industry programs.
Thanks to these institutions, we
have many privileges that other
sectors do not have.”
Regarding the export figures
of the Turkish defence and
aviation sector, Mr.TEKİN shared
the following information:
“According to the Defence
and Aerospace Expor ters’
Association data, defence
industry exports increased by
17% compared to the previous
year and reached US$2.035
Billion. This figure indicates

a positive picture in sector
performance data, particularly
Total Sales Amount, ProductTechnology Development and
Employment considering the
steady increase of 3-4% for two
years before 2018. We believe
that this positive development
will continue in 2019.”
Stating that SaSaD started
to act as a single body for
joint procurements and make
agreements with the suppliers
to create new opportunities for
the members of the association,
TEKİN indicated that the e-PTT
cooperation protocol with the
PTT was the first example of this.
Following the speech of SaSaD
Chairman of the Board Mr.Öner
TEKİN, SaSaD Secretary General
Hüseyin BAYSAK provided
information on the 2018 work
plan and budget. After voting
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for regulation changes and
discussing the Aerospace and
Defence Industries Association
of Europe (ASD) membership,
the Board of Directors and
the Supervisory Board were
absolved, and the meeting was
recessed.
Taking the floor at the second
session of the meeting again,
SaSaD Chairman of the Board
Öner TEKİN stated that defining
the defence industry policy and
strategies is a very significant
issue which is directly related to
the development of the defence
industry. “In order to define
the defence related priorities
of the country, the Defence
Industry Policy and Strategy
Document was published in
1998 with a decision of the
Council of Ministers. According
to this decree, the Ministry of
National Defence will prepare
a list of Critical Technologies &
Products and update it every
year. Sharing this study with the
relevant industrialist is a highly
important factor for us.”
President of Defence Industries
Prof. Dr. İsmail DEMİR, in his
speech at the Defence Industry
Award Ceremony after the
Ordinary General Assembly
Meeting, stated that the SaSaD
carried out the first cluster
activities in the Turkish Defence
Industry. Emphasizing the
importance of manufacturing
indigenous products, DEMİR
s a i d : “ Th e S a S a D m a d e
significant contributions to the
Turkish Defence Industry since
its establishment. It acts as a
guide for the sector and takes
an active role in both domestic
and international activities. The
defence industry clusters are
a highly connected family. It is
quite necessary for this family to
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work together because the will
to produce indigenous products
in our country will always be
one of the foundations of our
independence and future.”
Emphasizing that the Turkish
Defence Industry has achieved
successes exemplified for other
sectors and public structures,
DEMİR said: “The threats against
our country’s defence purchases
made by our own free will clearly
show that a foreign dependent
defence industry does not
provide any guarantee. Foreign
dependency in the defence
industry will be an obstacle for
you in the future. Thus, when we
talked about the national and
domestic industry, we aimed to
form the basis of trust in our own
power.”
Sharing information about
the 2018 performance of the
defence sector, DEMİR pointed
out that the turnover of the
defence and aviation industry
was realized as US$ 8.761 Billion
with a 31% increase compared to
the previous year. “Our defence
industry exports increased by
20% compared to the previous
year and reached US$ 2.188
Billion. Last year, we spent
US$ 1.448 Billion on R&D. The
defence industry allocates the
highest amount of resources to
R&D activities when compared
among other sectors. Currently,
the Turkish Defence Industry
provides jobs for 67 thousand
239 people.” Underlining the
importance of the domestic and
national defence industry for
strengthening Turkey’s security,
DEMİR stated that they will
continue their efforts to expand
the sector with the Industrial
Competency Assessment and
Support Program (EYDEP) and
the Capability Inventory (YETEN)

portal, which will bring new
players to the sector.

Awards (Large Enterprise)
1st prize TUSAŞ

Following the speeches,
awards were presented to the
industrialists based on their 2018
performance in two categories as
Large Enterprise and SME by the
President of Defence Industries
Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir, and Vice
Presidents of Defence Industries
Mustafa Murat ŞEKER and Celal
Sami TÜFEKÇİ.

Highest Foreign Sales
Awards (Large Enterprise)
2nd prize TEI
Highest Foreign Sales
Awards (Large Enterprise)
3rd prize FNSS
Export Achievement Awards
Baykar

The following awards were
presented at the SaSaD Defense
Industry Award Ceremony;

Export Achievement Awards
Roketsan

Highest Total Sales Awards
(Large Enterprise) 1st prize
Aselsan

Highest Foreign Sales
Awards (SME) 1st prize
Vestel Defence

Highest Total Sales Awards
(Large Enterprise) 2nd prize
TUSAŞ/TAI

Highest Foreign Sales
Awards (SME) 2nd prize Ata
Arms

Highest Total Sales Awards
(Large Enterprise) 3rd prize
Turkish Technic

Highest Foreign Sales
Awards (SME) 3rd prize
ESEN

Successful R&D Output
Awards Meteksan Defence

Highest Total Sales Awards
(SME) 1st prize ATEL

Successful R&D Output
Awards Gür Metal

Highest Total Sales Awards
(SME) 2nd prize SDT

Successful R&D Output
Awards TEI

Highest Total Sales Awards
(SME) 3rd prize CES
Advanced Composite

Successful R&D Output
Awards NANObiz
Highest Subcontractor
Order Awards 1st prize
Aselsan
Highest Subcontractor
Order Awards 2nd prize
Havelsan
Highest Subcontractor
Order Awards 3rd prize
Nurol Makina

Highest Sales Per Capita
Awards (Value Added
Product, SME) 1st prize ATEL
Highest Sales Per Capita
Awards (Value Added
Product, SME) 2nd prize ETA
Electronic
Highest Sales Per Capita
Awards (Value Added
Product, SME) 3rd prize
Turmaks

Highest Foreign Sales
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The 39th TOBB Turkish Defence Industry Assembly Meeting Held in
Eskisehir
The 39th meeting of the TOBB
Turkish Defence Industry Assembly
was held on January 28, under
the chairmanship of Minister
of National Defence Mr.Hulusi
AKAR at the 1st Air Supply and
Maintenance Center in Eskişehir.
In addition to the Minister of
National Defence, President of
Defence Industries Prof. İsmail
DEMİR, Deputy Minister of
National Defence Mr.Muhsin DERE,
Eskişehir Governor Mr.Özdemir
ÇAKACAK, President of TOBB Mr.
M.Rıfat HİSARCIKLIOĞLU, 1st Air
Supply and Maintenance Center
Commander Air Force Brigadier
General Gürhan ERGÜRHAN,
President of the TOBB Turkish
Defence Industry Assembly
Mr.Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN, and a
large number of military personnel
and representatives of the private
sector also participated in the
meeting.
Taking the floor at the assembly
meeting, President of the
TOBB Turkish Defence Industry
Assembly Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN
stated that the sector will continue
to grow in the new period
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without losing speed and that
the problems stemmed from the
exchange rate in 2018 were met
with swift measures taken by
KOSGEB as well as the Minister of
National Defence, the President
of Defence Industries, related
institutions, and organizations.
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN also stated that
Minister of National Defence
Hulusi AKAR noted the requests
and wishes voiced by the members
of the sector at the 38th Assembly
consultation meeting held on
October 30, 2018, in Kırıkkale:
“When we called the relevant
departments of the ministry in the
afternoon of October 31 regarding
the mentioned problems, I learned
that they received instructions
from you personally and began
to work on them. In this respect,
we are a very lucky sector. Mr.
President, we solve our problems
with your direct support and the
President of Defence Industries.”
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN also provided
information about the activities
carried out since October 30:
“In this context; we elaborated
on the STANAG documents
(standardization agreements) and
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provided necessary information.
Studies on order quantities for
localization and nationalization
continue. The Facility Security
Clearance and production permit
issues were addressed during
the study on the controlled
materials list which was updated
in December 2018. We are also
focusing on intellectual property
rights and patent issues, in this
context, under the auspices of
SaSaD and TOBB, a specialist from
Sabancı University will provide
training on February 11.”
Sharing his suggestions with
Minister AKAR about the current
problems and solutions in the
sector, KÜÇÜKSEYHAN stated that
the high-interest rates increased
the credit, product and service
costs for the actors with working
capital shortages and thus
companies faced with conditions
which can cause losses in fixedprice contracts and, as a solution
to this issue, they suggested
that the payment schedule in
the running contracts should be
arranged in a balancing way with
advance and milestone payments

so that the companies do not need
to apply for loans.

HİSARCIKLIOĞLU: “Domestic
and national production
gained momentum”
TOBB President Rıfat
HİSARCIKLIOĞLU said that the
rate of foreign dependency in the
defence industry, which was 80%
in 2002, dropped to 35% today
and the turnover of the Turkish
Aerospace and Defence Industry
reached US$7 Billion.
HİSARCIKLIOĞLU pointed out
that four Turkish companies
entered the list of the 100 largest
companies in the world: “We also
progressed in global competition
at the same time. Defence industry
exports exceeded US$2 Billion
in 2018. We are now exporting
UAVs to Ukraine, which produces
the world’s largest aircraft like
Antonov. I am proud of the
Ministry of National Defence, the
Presidency of Defence Industries,
the Turkish General Staff and the
defence industry companies for
their contribution to this success.
Neither the Private sector without
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public support nor the public
without the determination and
diligence of the private sector
could have accomplished this
success.”
Underlining that the Turkish
defence industr y has the
potential to achieve much more
than it has ever done in the
fields of production, export and
technology development, Rıfat
HİSARCIKLIOĞLU emphasized
that defence industry companies
should include SMEs in the
production processes to the
maximum extent to achieve this.
Mr. HİSARCIKLIOĞLU said: “The big
actors of the sector and the SMEs
positioned around them need
to act together. The remarks of
Mr. President ‘We will reach our
targets in the defence industry
with the dynamism of the private
sector. We will not import any
products from abroad’ created a
new enthusiasm and motivation
for Turkish companies to increase
domestic and national production.
Our goal is to turn Turkey into a
global actor with advanced
technology that it can design
and manufacture on its own. I do
believe that we will achieve these
goals. All we need is to join hands
and work together with a shared
mindset and consideration.”
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HİSARCIKLIOĞLU also stated that
the Minister of National Defence
Hulusi AKAR had previously
gathered with assembly members
at the Kırıkkale Ammunition
Factory: “We have conveyed
the requests of the sector to
the Dear Minister in Kırıkkale.
Mr. AKAR gave the necessary
instructions immediately after
the meeting and our problems
were solved. STANAG documents
(standardization agreements)
started to be published on the
Ministry’s website. Studies on
localization and nationalization
were initiated. The facility security
clearance and production permits
were made easier to obtain. I
would like to express our gratitude
to Dear Minister for his effective
administration which solved the
problems of our sector.”
HİSARCIKLIOĞLU concluded his
speech by stating that, under the
authorization of Minister AKAR,
12 companies signed a Strategic
Cooperation Agreement and thus
domestic and national production
gained new momentum.
Minister of National Defence
Hulusi AKAR: “Our F-35 Aircraft
will be Maintained at the 1st Air
Supply and Maintenance Center”
Indicating that when Turkey
receives ownership of the F-35

planes we will have more than
100 aircraft and the supply &
maintenance of the aircraft will be
carried out here, where they came
together today the 1st Air Supply
and Maintenance Center, Minister
of National Defence Hulusi AKAR
made the following statement:
“We have a promising situation
right now. By providing all the
assistance we can, we will raise our
industry to a much more advanced
level and breathe a sigh of relief.
When we receive the property of
our F-35 aircraft, we will then have
more than 100 aircraft. The supply
& maintenance of the aircraft will
be carried out at the 1st Air Supply
and Maintenance Center. We are
still working on this, so far, we
have conducted a fair amount
of successful activities in all our
factories. We will do better than
what we’ve accomplished. We
will overcome our shortcomings,
correct our mistakes and will be
open to consultation, discussion
and suggestion. Without losing
any time, we need to develop
strategies and make plans with
a solid understanding in the
medium and long term and we
need to take firm steps forward
with confidence.”

Noting that the defence industry
needs to work on high-technology
projects, Minister AKAR stated that
the sector should use its current
potential: “If the defence industry
organizes its plans only for the
domestic market, this will cause
contractions and difficulties after a
certain period of time. The defence
industry should be based on
high-technology. Exports should
be the main focus of producing
goods and services. While the
total turnover of the aerospace
and defence industry was US$3
Billion in 2009, it exceeded US$7
Billion in end of the year 2018.
The exports initially amounted
to US$781 Million, but today has
risen to US$2.5 billion. Moreover,
the number of projects reached
640 from the previous year’s 194
projects. These are not the figures
that will satisfy us, but it shows
that we are on the right track and
the tip of the vector is pointing
upward. We will continue to work
relentlessly with perseverance and
determination.”
Following the speeches, the
meeting continued with a Q&A
session which was closed to the
press.

AKAR: “Exports should be
the main focus of producing
goods and services”
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40th TOBB Defense Industry Assembly Gathered in Ankara on April 9th
The 40th TOBB Defense Industry
Sector Assembly Meeting was
held at the TOBB Twin Towers in
Ankara on April 9th, 2019 with the
participation of Vice President of
Defense Industries Celal Sami
TÜFEKÇİ, TOBB Board Member
Mehmet BÜYÜKSİMİTÇİ, TOBB
Deputy Secretary General Cengiz
DELİBAŞ, TÜBİTAK President Hasan
MANDAL and the representatives
of the defense industry sector
assembly members. In the
meeting, the brief about sectoral
problems was presented by
ministries, sectoral economy
councils and employment
campaign, new incentives and
support for 2019 were announced
and the outputs of the TOBB
defense industry assembly
meetings were discussed. The
President of the Defense Industries
Prof. İsmail DEMİR attended the
final session of the meeting and
addressed the sector assembly
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members.
Taking the floor at the opening
of the Defense Industry Sector
Assembly meeting, TOBB
Member of the Board Mehmet
BÜYÜKSİMİTÇİ saluted the
members of the defense industry
sector assembly and expressed his
best wishes to all sector members
by adding that the defense
industry sector assembly has
been one of the most hardworking
sector assemblies.
In his speech, Vice President of
Defense Industries Celal Sami
TÜFEKÇİ underlined that the TOBB
defense industry sector assembly
meetings held under the guidance
of the Presidency of Defense
Industries led to quite effective
outputs and added, “By gathering
a minimum of twice a year, at these
sector assembly meetings, we
seize the opportunity to exchange
our views on various issues. As you
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know, here we built the Defense
Industry Eco-System Platform.
We gather bi-weekly with our
shareholders in this platform.
Participants from the Ministry
of Industry and Technology and
TÜBİTAK take part in this platform
as well. So far, we completed our
ninth meeting. Soon, we will be
conducting our executive council
meeting with the participation
of our President of Defense
Industries”.
Stating that the leading companies
of the defense industry such as
Aselsan, Havelsan, Roketsan,
TUSAŞ, STM collaborated with
rather small scaled SME companies
within the scope of the eco-system
built under the guidance of the
Presidency of Defense Industries,
TÜFEKÇİ added, “
Here, we aim to make SMEs,
which we define as the sub-layer,
the second layer of the pyramid,

provide value-added subsystems
as part of this eco-system. In
this platform, we endeavor to
reveal new methods to enrich
this structure with the feedback
we received from the clusters,
other relevant foundations and
associations”.

TÜFEKÇİ: “We launched
the implementation of
the Industry Product and
Technology Acquisition
concept”
Noting that they currently have
650 projects in their portfolio and
that the total size of the signed and
to-be-signed projects approach a
value of US$ 80 million, TÜFEKÇİ
added that they assessed that
a standard industrialization
model would not be compatible
for launching such projects,
adding that they launched the
implementation of different
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implement the Industry Product
and Technology Acquisition
concept within this scope”.

Dr. Celal Sami TÜFEKÇİ - Vice President
of Defense Industries

mechanisms to this end. TÜFEKÇİ:
“According to the former method,
we used to say that there would be
for instance a 70% contribution
to industrialization. We still have
not quit doing this. We used to
receive guarantees in the old days,
we forced the companies which
could result in a difficult process
experienced by the contractors
in the aftermath. In our sectoral
strategic document which we
prepared in the previous period,
we stated the following to all of
our departments until the end
of the strategic planning period.
We told them to own a minimum
of three sub systems in their
own fields and to assign them to
indigenize these sub systems. We
cannot assign just the department
of industrialization to handle the
process”.
Underlining that they decided
upon a change in the SK/O
( I n d u s t r i a l Pa r t i c i p a t i o n /
Offset) contracts signed at the
Industrialization Department,
TÜFEKÇİ said, “We will include
these in the contracts of our main
project departments. In line with
the directive of our Presidency of
Defense Industries introducing
a change in this area, and we
made a change. We started to
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TÜFEKÇİ expressed that there
were many non-sector companies
wishing to invest in the Defense
Industry and added that they
aimed to form a structure to gather
the investors and industrialists
to this end. TÜFEKÇİ said, “There
are many non-sector companies
wishing to invest in the Defense
Industry. Within this scope, we
will establish an investment
evaluation council and we are
building a structure to gather the
investors and you with a different
type of cooperation model. On
the other hand, we are focusing
on EYDEP activities as well. We
launched an inventory study
to form the Defense Industry
Capability Inventory but it will
not be a standard inventory. We
will register the capabilities of our
Large and Small scaled companies,
yet it will not be a static inventory.
We have a defense industry
taxonomy which we publish
under the guidance of the R&D
and Technology Department.
We launched a taxonomy study
nearly two years ago in order to
generate a common language in
these categories. We completed
this activity a year ago. We should
use this taxonomy to classify the
technological competence and
build a human resources inventory
as well. In our inventory we will be
able to see the taxonomy classes
that each company skill/ class is
categorized in and their levels of
expertise”.

TÜFEKÇİ: “We built a credit
support system of TL 150
million for our Small Scaled
SMEs based upon the
Defense Industry Executive
Committee’s Decree”

Stating that they recently formed
TL 150 million in credit mechanism
geared towards the SMEs active
in the Defense Industry, TÜFEKÇİ
said, “We established a credit
mechanism in line with a Decree
of the Defense Industry Executive
Committee (SSIK) and with the
support of the President of the
Republic of Turkey. Commissions,
required for this credit support
of TL 150 million from which
our small scaled companies will
benefit more, were established
and our colleagues are working
on the assessment process”.
Pointing out that there is a council
for indigenization, which includes
the Commanders-in-chief of the
armed forces and the relevant
ministries, and it is focused on
resolving the issues faced in the
sustainment of the products
in the inventory of the Turkish
Armed Forces Command, TÜFEKÇİ
added that the efforts of the
aforementioned council for the
indigenization of these required
products continue. TÜFEKÇİ
underlined that a resource of TL
300 million was allocated to R&D in
Turkey and he then concluded his
speech by adding that they aim to
increase this figure further in the
upcoming period.
Following the opening remarks,
Defense Industry Sector Assembly
President Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN
informed the sector assembly
members on the views submitted
to the ministries regarding the
period in review by the sector
assembly member companies,
the activities conducted and
presentations made at the Sectoral
Economy Council that occurred on
February 25 with the participation
of many ministers.
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN stated that the
notified authorities and shared

Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN - Defense Industry
Sector Assembly President

their solution suggestions with the
relevant ministries regarding the
problems faced; issues especially
regarding the high interest rates
of bank credit, the fall in markets
experienced in the Middle East,
Far East and Africa, the challenge
of Brain Drain and the insufficiency
of the support given to Defense
and Aerospace Industry events.
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN expressed that
they introduced their following
solution suggestions to the
relevant authorities as follows:
Regarding the high interest rates
of bank credit, if an arrangement
can be made for contracts so
that there is need for credit,
such as payment plans that
are balanced with advance
payments and stage payments.
Regarding the market decline
in the Middle East, Far East and
Africa, visiting the procurement
authorities in these target markets,
execution of implementation
for intergovernmental sales.
Regarding ‘brain drain’ problems,
supporting the Presidency of
Defense Industry Eco-System
Coordination platform activities,
and regarding the insufficiency of
defense and Aerospace Industry
event support, the identification
of fees associated with renting a
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stand for SMEs at IDEF 2021 and
also increasing the incentives for
the participation in international
fairs.
Following the address of the
TOBB Defense Industry Sector
Assembly President Yılmaz
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN, TOBB Deputy
Secretar y General Cengiz
DELİBAŞ made a presentation
on the ‘Employment Campaign
of 2019’. Within the scope of the
employment campaign of 2019,

DELİBAŞ mentioned that they
launched the implementation
of incentives under 8 main
titles: New employment wage
support (3 months) (until May
2019), New employment Social
Security Institution Premium tax
support (minimum 12 months),
Short – term working allowance,
Minimum Wage Support, Support
for Regular Payment, Additional
support to Development, First onthe-job support then Employment
support and Full support for
training qualified manpower
in line with requirements and
shared the details with the sector
assembly members.
After the networking break,
another topic of the meeting’s
agenda was the final status of the
activities conducted within the
scope of topics of the agendas of
the Ministry of National Defense
(MSB) Kırıkkale Defense Industry
Assembly Meeting held on 30
October 2018 and the MSB/
Presidency of Defense Industries

Cengiz DELİBAŞ - TOBB Deputy Secretary
General
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Eskişehir Defense Industry
Assembly Meeting on 28 January
2019, the resolved and ongoing
issues were shared with the sector
assembly members with a briefing
from Defense Industry Sector
Assembly by President Yılmaz
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN.
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN stated that the
problem with guarantee letters
continued, adding that the credit
interest rates were still too high
and underlined the negative effect
over the costs shouldered by the
industrialists. KÜÇÜKSEYHAN: “At
the meeting held on October 30th,
our sector assembly members
made various presentations and
certain issues were introduced to
our dear Minister at that meeting.
Unfortunately, the support
provided to the SMEs for the IDEF
event is insufficient. Therefore,
our small scaled companies have
failed to appear in such events.
Personnel expenses, stand rentals,
logistical expenses altogether
cause a great burden for our

companies. This high value add
sector needs to receive more
support”.
Moreover, KÜÇÜKSEYHAN said in
the meeting that they presented
the following issues to the Ministry
of National Defense: SMEs active
in the defense industry making
contracts with foreign currency,
facilitating access to STANAGs,
facilitating the acquisition of
facility security clearance, the
requirement for technical staff

Prof. Dr. İsmail Demir - President of the
Defense Industries
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with international certificates
who are trained with hands-on
training, organizing the tender
specifications in a way to enable
competition, implementation
of legal filters enabling the
exceptional application of
urgent procurement method,
insufficiency of the staff related
with the defense industry’s
intellectual property rights and
the patent violations emerging
with the increase of technological
competence. KÜÇÜKSEYHAN also
shared with the sector assembly
members that STANAGs regarding
these headlines started to be
published on the official website
of the Ministry of National
Defense, and he added that they
launched the activities related to
indigenization, the facility security
clearance and production license
processes were also facilitated and
the products that do not require
production license were removed
from the list subject to control.
Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN also
informed the audience on the
issues discussed within the scope
of the agenda of 39th Turkish
Defense Industry Assembly
Meeting held on 28 January 2019
with the participation of the
Minister of Defense Hulusi AKAR.
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KÜÇÜKSEYHAN also mentioned
various issues in the presentation,
introducing these topics to
Minister of National Defence
Hulusi AKAR. Issues such as the
collection of companies capable
of manufacturing main systems,
sub systems, parts and equipment
that may be employed in civil
aviation vehicle projects within
an inventory, providing incentives
for investments and certification,
structuring of the special incentive
implementations for investments
for companies to be identified/
selected in space/satellite areas
through consolidation of the
requirements stated in the space
road map and future projections,
par ticipation of industr y
representatives in the Turkish
Space Agency and its councils,
Turkey’s establishment of its own
PMA, encouraging the domestic
production of highly qualified
machine tools, acquisition of
the capacity to manufacture the
raw material required in Defense
and Aerospace. KÜÇÜKSEYHAN
also added that they received
instruction to arrange a more
extensive meeting in line with
the instructions of the Minister of
National Defense.
Upon the completion of the

presentations, President of
the Defense Industries Prof.
İsmail DEMİR attended the
final part of the program and
delivered a speech addressing
the sector assembly members.
Prof. DEMİR stated that critical
issues were examined at the
TOBB Defense Industry Sector
Meetings previously held with
the participation of the Minister
of National Defense for discussing
the sector ’s problems and
said, “Our Minister of National
Defense is closely concerned
with the problems of the sector.
Launching the instructions of the
executives may take time due to
the bureaucratic circumstances.
Bureaucracy creates obstacles. At
this point, we have to talk about
the feedback, to what extent they
were actualized, the changes
required to resolve problematic
areas with your contribution.
Because I believe that awareness
needs to be created in order
to launch the well-intentioned
approaches and initiatives”.
Mentioning that they expected
the support of the sector’s
shareholders for the execution
of the Industrial Competence
Assessment Program (EYDEP),
Prof. DEMİR said, “The feedback

from your party is quite critical at
this point, training was provided,
the companies were audited by
our auditors. Certain expectations
were created in the audited
companies. The steps required
regarding the actual expectations
from the projects should be
completed. We need to take rapid
steps regarding support, training
and cooperation. We believe that
this project will clear the way for
Turkish companies on a global
scale”.
Stating that they also attached
great importance to the inventory
studies supporting the EYDEP
program, Prof. DEMİR added that
they aimed to benefit from the
defense industry capabilities to
the maximum extent.
Prof. DEMİR underlined that
they planned to make maximum
use of military factories and the
capabilities of the shipyards and
added, “The correct analysis
of these capabilities and this
structure, reaching their actual
potential, identification of idle
capacities and activities to improve
these should be conducted. Our
advice to our colleagues working
here is to initially focus on these
improvement activities”.
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Focusing on Export and Localization - Defence Cluster Companies
Coalesced at the TSSK 6th Project Market
The 6th “TSSK Project
Market” was held in Ankara
under the auspices of the
Presidency of Defence
Industries (SSB), in
cooperation with METU,
ODTÜ TEKNOKENT, ODTÜ
Teknokent Defence Industry
Cluster (TSSK), Ministry of
Trade, TÜBİTAK, Ankara
Chamber of Industry (ASO)
and the Defence Industry
Manufacturers Association
(SaSaD), hosting more than
900 visitors.
Teknokent Defence Industry
(TSSK), the leading cluster of
defence, homeland security,
aviation and the cybersecurity
sector in the field of engineering
and design, focused on “export”
and “localization” issues during the
Project Market event organized for
the 6th time this year.
Taking the floor at the opening
c e re m o ny o f t h e e ve n t ,
TSSK Chairman of the Board

Ms.Zeynep ÖKTEM pointed out
the contributions of both cluster
companies and the defence sector
in the context of localization.
Stating that they are aiming to
contribute to the sustainability
of the sector and to eliminate the
problems caused by the monopoly
of foreign suppliers, ÖKTEM
emphasized that localization is the
only way to achieve independence
in the defence industry.
Referring to the indigenous
platforms developed by the
Turkish defence industry, Vice
President of Defence Industries
M r. M u s t a f a Ş E K E R s a i d ,
“Localization is one of the most
important issues. Many subsystems used on these platforms
are of foreign origin. This causes
a critical problem for our export
activities. We have to focus on
localization to provide indigenous
solutions.” Mr. ŞEKER stated that
the relationship between the main
contractor and sub-contractor
defence industry companies
should be established in a healthy
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way. In addition, he underlined
that they are working on a solution
which will improve the capabilities
of SMEs to meet the high standard
product needs of the sector.
Noting the importance of exports
to meet the financing needs in
the sector, Mr. ŞEKER made the
following assessment: “The global
defence export market has an
estimated value of US$ 100 Billion.
Around 15 countries generate this
figure. The US and Russia are in
the first league with the highest
market share while countries like
Germany, England, and France
are in the second league. Turkey
is currently in the third league
and we are aiming to increase
our exports in the long term.”
Indicating the exports of the sector
have increased continuously in10
years, Mr. ŞEKER stressed that the
defence sector should aim higher
and spend more time and effort to
increase this number.
Ankara Chamber of Industry (ASO)
Chairman Mr.Nurettin ÖZDEBİR
stated that the world is rapidly

changing and the surrounding
geography of Turkey will be at
the center of the new world. Mr.
ÖZDEBİR emphasized that the
activities of the sector companies
are highly vital for the survival of
our country. “We need to master
these changes by producing
higher technologies.” Pointing out
that defence industry companies
made a significant contribution to
Ankara’s ecosystem, Mr. ÖZDEBİR
stated that 20% of the national
high-tech products are produced
in Ankara.
ODTÜ Vice President Prof. Dr.
Mehmet ZEYREK also stated that
TSSK is continuing its efforts to
develop domestic and national
technologies that will reduce
foreign dependence in the defence
industry. Underlining that TSSK
members undertake important
tasks in large-scale projects such
as ANKA, MİLGEM, ATAK, HÜRKUŞ,
ALTAY, and GÖKTÜRK, Mr. ZEYREK
said, “Moreover, various products
developed by our members
have started to be used in the
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M. Fatih ÜNAL - SDT Managing Director

defence industries of neighboring
countries”.
Following the opening speeches,
the program continued with
panels and booth visits. “The
Future of the Turkish Defence
and Aviation Sector”, “Export”
and “Localization” issues were
discussed in the panels attended
by prominent names of the sector.
Moderated by SDT Space and
Defence Managing Director
Mr.Fatih ÜNAL, the Future of the
Turkish Defence and Aviation
Sector Panel took place before the
lunch break with the participation
of the following panelists; Head of
Fixed-Wing Platforms Department
Mr.Abdurrahman Şeref CAN,
Secretary-General of SaSaD
Mr.Hüseyin BAYSAK, and STM
Deputy General Manager Dr.Öner
KORKUT.
SSB- Head of Fixed-Wing Platforms
Depar tment Abdurrahman
Mr.Şeref CAN, as the initial speaker
of the panel, expressed his views
on the issues that the Turkish
defence sector should focus on
in the upcoming years. Mr.CAN
also presented brief information
about the history of Turkish
aviation regarding the importance
of the TF-X Project for Turkey.
“Our aviation adventure begins
in the 1910s with the Balkan War.
The Turkish Air Force was among
the first aircraft users. Following
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the establishment of the Turkish
Aeronautical Association in
1925, we started to manufacture
fixed-wing platforms in different
places of Turkey such as Kayseri,
Ankara, and Istanbul. In 20-25
years, we produced around four
hundred aircraft. However, after
1950 we started to buy existing
platforms from foreign countries.
This situation continued until the
1974 Cyprus embargo.”
Stating that there are three main
issues regarding air platforms,
Mr.CAN emphasized Turkey’s
advantages on these issues.
“We approach the air platform
from three main points. Design,
production, and maintenance.
Both the civilian and defence
sector have excellent capabilities
when it comes to maintenance.
We provide services not only
for our own platforms but for
other countries as well. We have
Turkish Technic, an association
of Turkish Airlines, working in
commercial aviation with around
7,000 personnel and a turnover
of US$1 Billion. There is this
concept called MRO (Maintenance
Repair & Overhaul) particularly
in commercial aviation. Turkish
Technic is the biggest MRO center
in Turkey. There are also other
MROs in our region, in the Gulf and
in Europe, we live in an extremely
competitive world.”
Emphasizing that Turkey has a
labor advantage in production,
Mr.CAN also indicated that Turkey
has a remarkable talent in delivery
and quality. “When we talk about
production, our country has
the capability to deliver both
platforms and sub-components.
Turkish companies, especially
TAI, are producing parts for two
major aircraft manufacturers. The
main reason why our companies
are preferred in the international

market is the man-hour capacity.
We’re very competitive in this
field and made significant
progress in the last 10-15 years. It
is not possible for European and
American companies to compete
against our prices especially in
airframe construction. Turkish
companies also have a remarkable
talent in on-time delivery and
product quality.”
In his speech, Mr.CAN also pointed
out that the Turkish defence
industry has the capability to
design its own products. “Our
country is capable of designing
its own platforms. These are
mostly sub-sonic platforms
such as UAVs, helicopters, and
training aircraft (HÜRKUŞ). We
have really improved ourselves
in the last 10 years. Almost all
our companies started to export
products. However, when it comes
to transonic and supersonic, we
still have a long way to go.”
While discussing the TF-X project,
Mr.CAN stated that they receive
design support from a foreign
aircraft company. “The TF-X
program is an enormous project.
Even the US is developing the F-35
project, which is currently the
biggest defence and aerospace
program in the world’s history,
with the joint support (financial
and production contribution)
of eight countries. We cannot
manufacture and sell TF-X on our
own, so it should be and will be a
joint program. Therefore, we chose
BAE Systems as a sub-contractor
of TAI. We describe this concept as
Foreign Collaboration Company
(FCC). Currently, around 70-80
British engineers are working on
TF-X design at TAI. Additionally, the
engine is one of the problems that
must be solved. We established
a company called TR Motor to
provide a solution for the engine

issue. Moreover, exporting our
product is very important for us.
We do not accept any restrictions
while working with a foreign
partner.”
In his speech, SaSaD Secretary
General Mr.Hüseyin BAYSAK
mentioned SaSaD’s suggestions
for improving the main contractor
and sub-contractor relationship to
establish an efficient Ecosystem in
the defence sector. Explaining the
overall structure of the ecosystem,
Mr.BAYSAK stated that they are
facing a complex network. “We can
define the ecosystem as a complex
network or interconnected system.
In this context, it is evident that
we are facing a complex network
in the defence sector ecosystem
with relevant State Institutions,
M inistries, Armed Forces,
Procurement Authorities, Sector
players (domestic/foreign), and
Industrial Assets. Therefore, the
procurement process has a very
critical role in the sustainability
of the main contractor and subcontractor relationship in this
complex network.”
Emphasizing that one of the main
duties of each State/Government
is to defend the country and
ensure the safety of its citizens,
Mr.BAYSAK said, “ The armed
forces and independent defence
industry are two powers that

Abdurrahman Şeref CAN - Head of FixedWing Platforms Department
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stand out the most on this matter.
In order to coordinate these two
powers in a proper way, we should
improve the performance of the
defence procurement process.
Otherwise, the capabilities of
the Turkish Defence Industry
will gradually diminish, and the
important future projects will be
procured from foreign sources.”
Mr.BAYSAK stated that they focus
on three main suggestions to
prevent this situation. “As SaSaD,
we have three suggestions
to i m p rove t h e d e fe n ce
procurement process. Defining
and implementing defence
industry policy, improving
the procurement process,

Hüseyin BAYSAK - Secretary-General of
SaSaD

and strengthening defence
procurement management.”
Expressing his views on the
definition and implementation
of defence industry policy,
Mr.BAYSAK said, “ The Defence
Industry Policy and Strategy
Document was published in 1998
with a decision of the Council of
Ministers in order to define the
defence-related priorities of
the country. According to this
decree, the Ministry of National
Defence will prepare a list of
Critical Technologies & Products
and update it ever y year.
Consequently, the industrialists
can create an investment road
map to develop new products
and technologies, acquire new
skills, build a workforce and start
business partnerships. These
strategies and policies will provide
national and critical defence
industry capabilities to strengthen
the sovereignty, security and
economy of our country.”
Mr.BAYSAK also made assessments
on the issues of improving
the procurement process
and strengthening defence
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procurement management.
“Procurement authorities and
industrialists should not only
follow the contractual process
but manage risk sharing between
the state and the industrialist
and reflect it in the contracts.
Authorities should announce
t h e a n n u a l p ro c u re m e n t
programs (with a deadline and
budget) for transparency and
contact the industrialists both
before and during the program.”
Mr.BAYSAK emphasized that
the procurement management
needs to be strengthened to meet
the requirements of the Armed
Forces in a timely, cost-effective
and ingenious way, “A Defence
Industry Advisory Council should
be established to develop the
defence industry and manage the
procurement process by providing
recommendations and annual
reports to the president and the
parliament.”
Regarding the export figures of
the Turkish defence and aviation
sec tor, M r.BAYSAK shared
the following information,
“According to the Defence and
Aerospace Exporters’ Association

data, defence industry exports
increased by 17% compared to
the previous year and reached
US$2.035 Billion. This figure
indicates a positive picture
in sector performance data,
particularly Total Sales Amount,
Product-Technology Development
and Employment considering the
steady increase of 3-4% for two
years before 2018.”
The last speaker of the panel,
STM Deputy General Manager
Dr.Öner KORKUT stated that they
contribute to the future of the
sector by providing creative and
sustainable solutions with STM
Thinktech. “STM Thinktech was
actually established to fill a gap
in Turkey. We aim to shape the
future of the civilian sector by
introducing new technologies
with our 28 years of experience
in the defence industry. Since
November 2017, we organized
three seminars.”
Continuing his speech, KORKUT
elaborated STM’s vision and
future activities on autonomous
systems, artificial intelligence
and cybersecurity. Noting that
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companies should focus on
sub-technologies in these
three areas with innovative
approaches. “Artificial intelligence
is indispensable for autonomous
systems and unmanned vehicles.
It is also a new area of expertise
in cybersecurity. There is a severe
lack of manpower not only in our
country but also in the world. We
implement artificial intelligence
in our cybersecurity activities
to close the workforce gap
with innovative solutions and
approaches. There is significant
business potential in this area.
Therefore, we recommend that
all cluster members, especially
Teknokent companies, should
focus on these fields.”
the autonomous systems are
used extensively in the world,
Mr.KORKUT indicated that they
have already started to replace
conventional platforms. “The
platforms are now gradually
evolving from manned to
unmanned platforms they are
getting smaller and more effective.
While this is more evident in air
platforms, the technology that
developing countries now begin
to build are smaller unmanned
submarines. The land platforms
are also shifting towards
more agile, smaller, and lethal
unmanned systems. This is since
robotic technologies with artificial
intelligence will replace these
conventional platforms. Because
they want robots to perform tasks
defined as “3D” (Dangerous, Dirty
and Dull).”
Dr. KORKUT addressed the
importance of localization
concerning the sub-systems and
engines and pointed out solutions
in the energy issue. “We have
made significant investments in
autonomous systems, in the last
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three years. Our attack drone
KARGU has already entered the
inventory of the Turkish Armed
Forces and National Police. Since
we could not buy these attack
drones from our allied countries
when we needed them, we
developed a solution with our own
resources. The system entered
the inventory in a short period of
two and a half years. Our studies
on fixed-wing platforms are still
ongoing.”
Noting the impor tance of
localization for the sub-systems
and particularly the engine,
Dr.KORKUT emphasized that
power supply is another issue to be
solved. “The engine is the biggest
challenge. Although they may
seem like simple components, we
still buy the engines that meet our
performance specs from foreign
countries. The same situation
applies to batteries as well. When
considering the swarm capability
(more than 40 drones), we need
sub-components to power these
systems. We should acquire the
ability to mass-produce platforms

locally in high numbers.”
Emphasizing that Turkey needs
to be proactive in cybersecurity,
Dr.KORKUT said, “NATO defines the
cybersecurity as the 5th domain
after the sea, air, land, and space.
If we analyze both world wars,
these conflicts always occurred as
a result of economic disputes. We
are witnessing the manifestations
of this in cyberspace now. For
example, Australia was hit by an
overwhelming cyber campaign
in the last month. Cyberwarfare is
asymmetrical in its core; thus, we
must be proactive against it. We
can predict and prevent events
in the cyber environment with
threat intelligence. So far, we have
always considered cybersecurity
as cyber defence. However, with
the introduction of the hackback concept (counter-attacking
against cyber-attackers), we need
to think of the offensive measures
as much as the defensive when
necessary.
Discussing artificial intelligence
in the last part of his speech, Dr.
KORKUT advised that Teknokent

Unlike the previous Project Market
events, a special section with a
guest speaker was held this year.
Attending the 6th Project Market
as a guest speaker, historian
Prof. Dr. İlber ORTAYLI delivered
a speech on the “History of
the Turkish Defence Industry.”
Thus, the participants had the
opportunity to listen to Prof. Dr.
İlber ORTAYLI for the first time at
a defence industry event.
This year’s event took place with
the participation of 55 companies
and more than 900 visitors,
holding over 300 meetings.

Ömer KORKUT - STM Deputy General
Manager
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PTT and SASAD to Cooperate on e-Transformation
The Turkish General
Directorate of Post and
Telegraph Organization
(PTT) and the Turkish
Defence and Aerospace
Manufacturers Association
(SaSaD) signed a
cooperation protocol on
March 21, 2019, for the
e-Transformation services of
PTT. The signing ceremony
held at the Ankara PTT
Stamp Museum was
attended by Chairman of
The Executive Board and
General Director of PTT
Mr.Kenan BOZGEYİK, SaSaD
Chairman of the Board
Mr.Öner TEKİN and the
accompanying delegation
Taking the floor at the signing
ceremony General Director of
the PTT Kenan BOZGEYİK stated
that defence industry producers
are vital for the security and
sovereignty of Turkey and

emphasized that the requirement
of being an independent country
is to design, develop, produce and
export technology. “We consider
it to be our primary responsibility
to support, assist and facilitate
the work of the defence industry
producers that make significant
contributions to our country’s
security and other institutions
that carry out critical activities for
the future and development of
our country. As the President of
Turkey Mr. Recep Tayyip ERDOĞAN
said, to become an independent
country you need to develop,
produce and export technology.
With this protocol, we will start an
indispensable partnership for the
future of our country.”
Referring to the services of the
postal workers in the Turkish War
of Independence, Mr.BOZGEYİK
stated that the PTT continues to
support the Turkish Armed Forces
in cross-border operations today.
Mr.BOZGEYİK said: “Just like the
postal workers who served in
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the frontlines during the War
of Independence, the PTT still
provides support to our military
in cross-border operations. We’re
proud of that. With its 42 thousand
employees, the big PTT family will
always be there wherever our flag
waves.”

Chairman of The Executive
Board and General
Director of PTT Mr.Kenan
BOZGEYİK: “Working
towards a common goal and
strengthening our unity will
add value to this country.”
Underlining the cooperation
between the PTT and SaSaD will
provide an important contribution
to the progress of the Turkish
Defence Industry, Mr.BOZGEYİK
said: “In the last 15 years, very
important steps have been
taken in the field of the domestic
and national defence industry.
Significant technological advances
have been recorded especially in
export and logistics. Our country

can now manufacture its own
indigenous weapons, planes, and
helicopters. The contributions of
the PTT to these issues from past
to present are obvious. I believe
that this protocol will uplift the
e-Transformation in the Turkish
Defence Industry and produce
high added value for both our
country and the PTT. Working
towards a common goal and
strengthening our unity will add
value to this country.”

SaSaD Chairman of the
Board Öner TEKİN: “We
are an association with a
turnover of US$7 Billion,
exports of US$2 Billion and
R&D activities of around
US$1.5 Billion.”
Stating that the association
represents a community with a
turnover of US$ 7 Billion, exports
of US$ 2 Billion and R&D activities
of around US$ 1.5 Billion in his
speech at the ceremony, SaSaD
Chairman Mr.Öner TEKİN said:
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“SaSaD was founded in 1990 with
the support and guidance of the
Ministry of National Defence.
We are the only association
representing the Defence &
Aerospace Industry. Together
with our 195 members, we are
representing a group of 1000
affiliates, including 6 clusters
with 800 members. We are an
association with a turnover of
US$ 7 Billion, exports of US$
2 Billion and R&D activities
of around US$ 1.5 Billion. We
have 44,000 employees directly
working for sector organizations,
and 40% of them are engineers.
The number of employees we
defined as support staff is only
5%. Therefore, the quality and
output of every cooperation we
have are very high. SaSaD is also

a member of the Aerospace and
Defence Industries Association of
Europe (ASD). Without a setback,
we will also take part in the board
of directors of this association in
May. This association determines
the strategies for the next 50 years
in the sector.”
Sharing information about SaSaD’s
mission and activities in the
sector, Chairman TEKİN said the
following: “As SaSaD, our activities
include representing the Defence
& Aerospace Industry in the best
way possible, creating optimal
environments for each member to
carry out their studies, appointing
members as contacts for foreign
organizations wishing to
establish relations with the sector,
conducting lobbying activities
with government officials to

solve problems affecting the
industry, informing our members
about the opportunities in local
and international markets, and
finally preparing annual reports
by actively monitoring sector
performance.”

SaSaD Chairman of the
Board Mr. Öner TEKİN: “This
cooperation will provide a
viable solution for one of
the most pressing problems
in cybersecurity.”
Emphasizing the importance of
working with domestic software
in the defence industry, Mr.TEKİN
stated that the protocol is not
only economic cooperation
but also a strategic partnership
between parties. “We try to

provide new opportunities and
possibilities for our members.
In this context, it is remarkably
valuable for us to offer such an
infrastructure to our members
under competitive conditions. I
would like to emphasize that it is
not only economic cooperation
but also a strategic partnership
between parties. In a strategic field
like the defence sector, it is highly
vital to use domestic software
made with local resources.
Especially in an environment
where our information should
remain confidential such as the
defence industry, we will be able
to store our data on national
servers under the protection
of a public organization and
provide a solution for one of
the most pressing problems in
cybersecurity. In this sense, this
cooperation is quite significant
and exemplary.”
E-Transformation applications
provide advantages such as
cost reduction, time-savings,
data storage security and ecofriendliness. The PTT, which adopts
the highest level of security in all
e-Transformation services it offers
under the e-PTT brand, provides
professional solutions for all
organizations that prioritize data
security such as SaSaD. Within the
scope of the protocol, the PTT also
provides special discounts and
various commercial advantages
to the companies represented by
SaSaD.
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Turkish and US Defence Industry Representatives
Convene at TOBB

Defence Industry
and Engineering
Days Held at TOBB
ETÜ
The TOBB ETÜ Defence Industry
and Engineering Days (S2MG)
event was held on March
18, with the participation of
Deputy Secretary General of
SASAD Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN.
Mr. KÜÇÜKSEYHAN made a
presentation at the event with
the aim of increasing the interests
of the students in the defence
industry to provide qualified
personnel to the sector.

Using Patent Data
for Technology
Monitoring Seminar
The seminar organized by our
Association was held on February
11, 2019, at TOBB Meeting Hall
under the supervision of patent
attorney Mr. Mustafa ÇAKIR from
Sabancı University. Twentyfive people from our members
attended the half-day meeting.
M r. Ç A K I R i n fo r m e d t h e
participants in detail about how
to implement new methods in
technology development by
providing easy access to patented
technologies and products.

Turkey - US Aerospace &
Defence Sectors Meeting was
held at the Union of Chambers
and Commodity Exchanges of
Turkey (TOBB) Reception Hall
on 4 February. Opportunities for
cooperation were discussed at the
meeting with the participation
of TOBB Board Treasurer Faik
YAVUZ, Vice President of Defence
Industries Serdar DEMİREL, US
Embassy Commercial Counselor
William CZAJKOWSKI, US Chamber
of Commerce Middle East and
Turkey Department Senior Vice
President Khush CHOKSY, ATC
Chairman General James Logan
JONES, and TOBB Defence Industry
Sector Council President Yılmaz
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN.
In the meeting, TOBB Defence
Industry Sector Council President
and Deputy Secretary General of
SASAD Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN
delivered a speech. Emphasizing
the importance of economic
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cooperation in addition to security
and stability, Mr. KÜÇÜKSEYHAN
stated that the partnership
between Turkey and the US is
based on mutual interest and
respect. “We see that the two
countries are friends and allies.
The partnership between Turkey
and the United States is based on
mutual interest and respect. The
economic cooperation also needs
to be taken into account. When
we look at the trade volume in the
previous periods, it was around
US$21 Billion. In 2018, this figure
dropped to US$19 Billion. This
should be considered in terms of
win-win. We see that our defence
industry has made significant
progress despite the embargoes
since 1974. We learned how to
fish by ourselves because of the
embargos after 1974. This has
brought our defence industry to
a certain point. We now meet the
domestic military defence industry

demand by 70%. With the ongoing
projects, we anticipate that this
rate will reach 80% in the next 5
to 10 years. Friendship, alliance,
strategic partnership, and regional
symmetrical or asymmetric threats
should be acted against in mutual
trust and cooperation. We must
act as an ambassador for the
development and maintenance of
the value expressed between the
two countries and strengthen our
relations. The only country, which
we have not fought, is the US. We
have always worked together in
NATO for the independence of
our countries and other issues.”
KÜÇÜKSEYHAN concluded
his speech by stating that the
partnership between Turkey
and the US should be reviewed
under an efficient and sustainable
cooperation framework concept
with joint sales and co-production
instead of direct sales.
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What is the
Excellence Model?
In the early 2000s, many standards
and models were introduced in
our sector on the Excellence Model
that we met as a component of
the National Quality Movement.
While implementing various
quality models and standards
in our institutions, we have
experienced that this model has
always been a foundation, similar
to the four operations used in all
areas of mathematics or in the ABC
of quality management systems.
Based on this experience, in order
to remind and introduce the
Excellence Model to our young
friends, KALDER and Quality and
Standards Committee of our
association held an event with the
theme of “What is this Excellence
Model?” on March 28 at ODTÜ
Teknokent İkizler Conference Hall.
The event was successfully
conducted with the great interest
of the Quality managers of our
association members.
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Hacettepe University Career Days
Within the framework of a series
of events organized by our
association in order to increase the
awareness of young people who
will work in the Turkish Defence
and Aviation Sector and inform
them about the post-graduation
work environment, Deputy
Secretary General of SASAD
Yılmaz KÜÇÜKSEYHAN shared
his experiences at the R&D panel
session of Hacettepe University
Career Days on March 21 with
university students.

Project Management Seminar Held at ODTÜ Teknokent
Within the scope of SaSaD’s
Training activities, the Project
Management Seminar on project
management, risk management,
and communications
management, was held on April
12, at ODTÜ Teknokent İkizler
Conference Hall. Nearly 100
company representatives from
SaSaD member companies
participated in this third event.

Vice President for the PMI
Turkey Chapter, Eren AKDUR
moderated the seminar, which
was organized under the
direction of the Presidency of
Defence Industries, with the
aim of providing information
on defining and implementing
project management,
risk management, and
communications management

to ensure the projects carried
out by the sector players are
managed in accordance with the
contract terms and the time, cost
and quality requirements met
reliably.
Participants stated that the
seminar was very useful, and they
would recommend the seminar
to be repeated especially for new
employees.
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